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Abstract
Given any distinct prime numbers p,q, and r satisfying certain simple congruence conditions, we display
a congruence relation between the fundamental units for the biquadratic field K = Q(√pr,√q ), modulo a
certain prime ideal of OK . This congruence in particular implies the validity of the equivariant Tamagawa
number conjecture formulated by Burns and Flach for the pair (h0(SpecK),Z[Gal(K/Q)]).
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1. Introduction
Given an odd positive integer m and any integer a coprime to m, we write (a/m) for the
Jacobi symbol ( a
m
). Let p,q , and r be distinct prime numbers satisfying
(i) p ≡ r ≡ −q ≡ 3 (mod 4), (ii) (p/q)= (r/q)= −1.
By the quadratic reciprocity law, one has (p/r)(r/p) = −1. Hence we may assume that
(iii) (r/p)= −(p/r)= 1.
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8 S. Kim / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 7–29Now set K1 := Q(√pr ),K2 := Q(√pqr ),K3 := Q(√q ), and K := Q(√pr,√q ). We regard
K as a subfield of R, and then let i > 1 be the fundamental unit for Ki . We shall see that the set
{1,√2, 3} forms a system of fundamental units for K (Proposition 3). Also fix a root i ∈ C of
the polynomial x2 + 1.
In this article, we prove:
Theorem 1. Let h be the class number for K . Then {i√1,√2, 3} forms a system of fundamen-
tal units for L= Q(√−p,√q,√−r ), and we have
i
√
1
√
2
r+1
2
3 ≡ (−1)
h−1
2 (
√−p ) r−12 (mod R), (1)
where R is any chosen prime ideal of OL lying over r .
Our methods for proving Theorem 1 also yield:
Theorem 2. One has √1 = 12 (M
√
p +N√r ), where M,N are in Z such that
(M/r) = −(−1) h1−12 πpπr(2/r), (N/p)= 1,
where πp and πr are in {−1,1} and satisfy
πp ≡
(
p − 1
2
)
! (mod p), πr ≡
(
r − 1
2
)
! (mod r).
The family of biquadratic fields determined by conditions (i) and (ii) was studied by Chinburg
while working on the root number conjecture in the case of quaternion extensions over Q. Indeed,
for any odd prime number  which satisfies (/pr)= −(/q)= 1, there exists a unique field K
which contains K , is Galois over Q with Gal(K/Q) isomorphic to the quaternion group of
order 8, and is ramified precisely at p, r, q,  and ∞ (cf. [7, Proposition 4.1.3]).
The present work originated from studying the equivariant Tamagawa number conjecture in
the context described above. Indeed, it is shown in [9] that Theorem 1 implies the validity of
the said conjecture for the pair (h0(SpecK),Z[Gal(K/Q)]); here the Tate motive h0(SpecK)
is regarded as a motive defined over Q, so that it admits a natural action of the Q-algebra
Q[Gal(K/Q)]. This conjecture formulated by Burns and Flach is an ‘equivariant’ refinement
of the Tamagawa number conjecture for motives by Bloch and Kato [1]; and in the number fields
case, it implies in particular, the root number conjecture of Chinburg and the strong Stark con-
jecture. One may consult [4,5] for the general framework of the Burns–Flach conjecture, and [3]
for its relation to Galois module theory.
We first show in Section 3 that congruence (1) is equivalent to an elementary arithmetic equal-
ity, namely (3), by using cyclotomic elements. We were not able to prove this equality within
elementary number theory. Indeed, the key step is provided by the general reciprocity law (Sec-
tion 4); then we prove in Section 5 the validity of equality (3) by using methods from Section 3
combined with some elementary arithmetic arguments. On the other hand, studying this equality
led us to an apparently new elementary proof of the quadratic reciprocity law [8].
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In this section, we study some of the basic properties of the field K .
We set G := Gal(K/Q) and Gi := Gal(K/Ki) for i = 1,2,3. Then we let x, z, y be the non-
trivial elements of G1,G2, and G3, respectively. Thus G is generated by x and y and one has
z = xy. We see that
√
pr
x = √pr = −√pry, −√qx = √q = √qy.
There are distinct prime ideals p, r,q and q¯ of OK such that
pOK = p2, rOK = r2, qOK = q2q¯2.
The decomposition groups of p, r and q are G,G and G1, respectively; the inertia groups of p, r
and q are G2,G2 and G1, respectively.
Proposition 3.
(i) Let hi be the class number of Ki for i = 1,2,3. Then h,h1 and h3 are odd; also H2 := 12h2
is an odd integer. Moreover, we have 2h= h1h2h3, i.e. h= h1H2h3.
(ii) The set {1,√2, 3} forms a system of fundamental units for K . Further, 1, 2 are totally
positive, and one has

1+y
1 = 1+y2 = −1+x3 =
√
2
1+x = −√21+y = 1. (2)
Proof. After [7, IV, Lemma 4.2], we only need to prove (2) and the equality 2h = h1h2h3. For
(2), the only outstanding equalities are √21+x = −√21+y = 1. We note that any element of
OK is of the form 14 (a+b
√
pr+c√q+d√pqr ) where a, b, c, d are integers of the same parity
[10, Chapter 2, Example 42]. Now it is easy to check that K = K2(√2 ) so that √2z = −√2;
then one finds that √2 = 12 (A
√
pr + B√q ) for some A,B ∈ Z. Since (q/p) = −1, one has
A2pr − B2q = 4, whence it follows that √21+x = −√21+y = 1. Now we prove that 2h =
h1h2h3. For the moment, set d1 := pr , d2 := pqr , and d3 := q . Then for each i = 1,2,3, let χi
be the Dirichlet character modulo di defined by χi(n) = (di/n), where (di/·) is the Kronecker
symbol, so that one has ζKi (s) = ζQ(s)L(χi, s) by [11, Chapter VII, Corollary 10.5]. On the
other hand, we also have ζK(s) = ζQ(s)∏3i=1 L(χi, s) by loc. cit. It follows that
lim
s→1(s − 1)ζK(s) =
3∏
i=1
lim
s→1(s − 1)ζKi (s).
Then by the analytic class number formula [11, Chapter VII, Corollary 5.11], one has
24 · 2αβγh
2
√
p2q2r2
= 2
2αh1
2√pr ·
22βh2
2√pqr ·
22γ h3
2√q ,
where α = log 1, β = log 2 and γ = log 3. 
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(i) There exist elements αp > 0 and αr > 0 of OK1 such that
αpOK = p, α1−yp = −1, αrOK = r, α1−yr = 1.
(ii) There exist positive integers M and N of the same parity such that
√
1 = 12 (M
√
p +N√r ) and pM2 − rN2 = −4.
Moreover,
αp = √1√p = 12 (pM +N
√
pr ), αr = √1
√
r = 1
2
(rN +M√pr ).
(iii) 1 ≡ 1 (mod p) and 1 ≡ −1 (mod r).
(iv) (1/q)= (1/q¯)= −1.
Proof. (i) Since pOK = p2 and ph is principal with h odd, it follows that p is principal. Then
p = αOK for a suitable α > 0 in OK1 . Clearly, one has α1−y = ±m1 for a suitable m ∈ Z.
Now (1)1−y = (−11 )y+1−2 = 21 by (2). Thus after multiplying α by a suitable power of 1, we
get an element αp satisfying α1−yp ∈ {±1,±1}. But α1−yp = ±1 implies that α2p ∈ Q, which is
impossible. Hence α1−yp = ±1. Clearly, αp = 12 (pM + N
√
pr ) for suitable M,N ∈ Z. Then
since α1−yp = ±1, we have pM2 − rN2 = 4δ with δ = ±1. But (r/p) = 1; so δ = −1, and it
follows that α1−yp = −1. In the same way, one can find an element αr > 0 in OK1 satisfying the
conditions.
(ii) Let M,N ∈ Z be as in the proof of (i). We find that
1 = −α1−yp = −(pM +N√pr )(pM −N√pr )−1
= −(p2M2 + prN2 + 2pMN√pr )(−4p)−1
= 1
2
(
pM2 + rN2
2
+MN√pr
)
=
(
M
√
p +N√r
2
)2
.
Since αp is inOK1 , we have M ≡ pM ≡N (mod 2). Now 1 is the fundamental unit ofOK1 , and
so MN > 0. Since αp > 0, then M and N are both positive. Hence
√
1 = 12 (M
√
p + N√r ),
and then αp = √1√p. Now since p ∩OK1 and r ∩OK1 are both inert in OK , it follows that
pr = √prOK . Thus αpαr = √prm1 for a suitable m ∈ Z. But then (αpαr)1−y = −(21)m, so m
must be = 1. It follows that αr = √1√r .
(iii) We have αyr ≡ αr (mod p). Then by (i), 1 = α1−yr ≡ 1 (mod p). In the same way, −1 =
α
1−y
p ≡ 1 (mod r).
(iv) Since α1−yp = ±1 and α1+yp = ±ph with h odd, the condition (p/q) = −1 im-
plies that (1/q) = −1 (recall that |OK/q| = q). But q is arbitrarily chosen, so we also get
(1/q¯)= −1. 
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Proof. We recall that the set {1,√2, 3} forms a system of fundamental units for K by Propo-
sition 3. Now by Proposition 4(ii), we have i√1 ∈ L. Then plainly we see that L = K(i√1 ),
and that the set of roots of unities in L is given by {−1,1}. Hence in particular,O×L ∼= Z3 ⊕Z/2Z
by Dirichlet’s unit theorem. Now put U := {±(i√1 )a√2bc3: a, b, c ∈ Z} ⊆O×L . Clearly, the
set {i√1,√2, 3} is linearly independent in the Q-vector space U ⊗Z Q. Then U ⊗Z Q =
O×L ⊗Z Q, whence |O×L /U | < ∞. Now let u ∈ O×L be given. Then there exists a suitable
n  1 such that un ∈ U , so that un = (i√1 )av, where a ∈ {0,1} and v ∈ O×K . If a = 0, then
u ∈ O×K ⊆ U . Suppose that a = 1. Then (u/uτ )n = −1, where τ is the complex conjugation.
It follows that u/uτ = −1, so that u = (i√1 )w, where w ∈ K . But then w ∈O×L ∩ K =O×K ,
whence u ∈U . Thus U =O×L , and the result clearly follows. 
Lemma 6. Given α ∈ OK , suppose that αOK = qh. Then there exists an integer e such that
αy+1 = ±√qh2e3 . Also NormQ(√pr )/Q(α1+x)= −qh.
Proof. Since α1+x ∈OK1 , we may set α1+x = 12 (a+b
√
pr ) where a, b ∈ Z. Then α1+x+y+z =
NormQ(√pr )/Q(α1+x) = 14 (a2 − b2pr). On the other hand, αy+1OK = qh · (qy)h = (q ∩
OK3)hOK so that αy+1OK3 = (q ∩ OK3)h. Thus αy+1 = ±√qhc3 for a suitable c ∈ Z.
Then α1+x+y+z = NormQ(√q )/Q(α1+y) = (−q)h(x+13 )c = −(−1)cqh by (2). Hence we get
a2 − b2pr = −(−1)c4qh so that −(−1)c4qh ≡ a2 (mod p). Since (qh/p) = (q/p) = −1 as
h is odd, then we must have (−1)c = 1, i.e. c is even. 
Proposition 7. There exists an element αq of OK such that
αqOK = qh, α(1+z)(1−y)q ∈ {2,−2}, αy+1q = ±√qh
p+1
2
3 .
Proof. Since qh is principal, we have qh = αOK for a suitable α > 0 in OK . Since α1+z is in
OK2 , we can choose α in such a way that α(1+z)(1−y) = ±2, as in the proof of Proposition 4(i).
Now from (2), we can deduce that (1+z)(1−y)3 = (−1)1−y = 1 and y+13 = 23 . Then after the
preceding lemma, we may assume in addition that αy+1 = ±√qh(p+1)/23 . 
Proposition 8.
(i) |α1−xq | = √2(p+1)/23 .
(ii) √2(p+1)/23 ≡ ±1 (mod p).
(iii) There exists a unique element βq ∈OK1 such that
|βq | =
∣∣α1+xq ∣∣ and βq ≡ α2q (mod p).
In addition, NormQ(√pr )/Q(βq)= −qh.
Proof. (i) In the proof of Proposition 3(i), we see that √2 = 12 (A
√
pr +B√q ) with A,B ∈ Z.
Thus √q√2 is in OK2 and generates q ∩ OK2 . On the other hand, αz+1q OK = qh · (qy)h =
12 S. Kim / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 7–29(q∩OK2)hOK so that αz+1q OK2 = (q∩OK2)h. Thus αz+1q = ±√qh√2m2 for a suitable m ∈ Z.
But α(z+1)(1−y)q = ±2, and √21−y = −2 by (2). Hence αz+1q = ±√qh√2. Now α1+x+y+zq =
−qh by Lemma 6, and so αx+yq = ±√qh√2−1. On the other hand, α1+yq = ±√qh
p+1
2
3 by
definition. Then the result easily follows.
(ii) For any α ∈OK , one has αy ≡ α and αx ≡ αp (mod p). Then by (2), 2 ≡ √2y+1 = −1
and p+13 ≡ x+13 = −1 (mod p). Thus 2p+13 ≡ 1 (mod p).
(iii) From (i) and (ii), we have αp−1q ≡ ±1 (mod p). Then α2q = α1−xq α1+xq ≡ α1−pq α1+xq ≡
±α1+xq (mod p), and so such an element βq uniquely exists. Also then NormQ(√pr )/Q(βq) =
NormQ(√pr )/Q(α1+xq ) = −qh by Lemma 6. 
3. Reduction to elementary arithmetic
We first set up some notation for this section and Section 5. Let m be an odd positive in-
teger > 1. Given any a ∈ Z, the least non-negative residue of a modulo m will be denoted by
Rem(a,m). We define
R(m) := {a ∈ (0,m/2): (a/m) = 1}, N(m) := {a ∈ (0,m/2): (a/m) = −1},
R˜(m) := {a ∈ (0,m): (a/m) = 1}, N˜(m) := {a ∈ (0,m): (a/m) = −1}.
Set ζm := e2πi/m then for any non-empty Σ ⊆ {1, . . . ,m−1}, we let∏Σ =∏m,Σ be the product∏
a∈Σ(ζ am − ζ−am ). Given an odd prime number l, put
∏
l
:=
l−1
2∏
a=1
(
ζ al − ζ−al
)
.
If l  m, then Frob(l) is the Frobenius element of Gal(Q(ζm)/Q) for l. Finally, we set d := pqr
and
S := {a ∈ (0, d/2): (a/pr)= (a/q)= 1},
T := {a ∈ (0,pq/2): p  a and (a/q)= 1}.
In this section, we shall use cyclotomic elements to prove:
Theorem 9. Congruence (1) holds if and only if
(−1)σ = (−2/r)(−1)ρ, (3)
where
ρ = #{a ∈ R(pr): Rem(a,p) > p/2}, σ = #{a ∈ S: Rem(a,pq) > pq/2}.
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p q r ρ σ (−2/r)
3 5 7 1 2 −1
11 17 3 1 13 1
7 5 23 14 27 −1
7 13 11 5 39 1
19 13 11 16 118 1
Lemma 10. Congruence (1) is equivalent to
√
2
H2
(

h3
3
) r+1
2 ≡ i√1h1(√−p ) r−12 (mod R). (4)
Proof. We have (√2 )2 ≡ √2y+1 = −1 = x+13 ≡ (
r+1
2
3 )
2 (mod r) by (2). Also √12 ≡
−1 (mod R) by Proposition 4(iii) so that (i√1 )−1 = −i√1. Then the equivalence of (1) and
(4) is an easy consequence of Proposition 3(i). 
Lemma 11. Let m> 1 be a square-free integer such that m≡ 1 (mod 4). Let  > 1 be the funda-
mental unit of Q(√m) for which the class number is h(m). Then h(m) = [∏N(m) /∏R(m)](2/m).
Proof. We note that #R(m) = #N(m). From [2, Chapter 5, Theorem 4.1], one has
h(m) =
∏
a∈N(m)
sin(πa/m)
/ ∏
a∈R(m)
sin(πa/m).
Let a ∈ (0,m/2) be an integer. Since sin(πa
m
) = sin(π(m−a)
m
), we may replace sin(πa
m
) with
sin( 2π
m
· a2 ) or sin( 2πm · m−a2 ) according as a is even or odd. Note that if a ∈ (0,m/2) then so
are a/2 and (m− a)/2. Now the result easily follows. 
Lemma 12. Let l be an odd prime number. Then
(−2/l)
∏
l
=
{√
l if l ≡ 1 (mod 4),
i
√
l if l ≡ 3 (mod 4).
Proof. We have
∏2
l = (−1)
l−1
2
∏l−1
a=1(ζ al − ζ−al ) = (−1)
l−1
2 l so that |∏l | = √l. On the other
hand,
∏
l = i
l−1
2
∏ l−12
a=1 2 sin(2πa/l), where sin(2πa/l) > 0 for all a. It follows that
∏
l =
i
l−1
2
√
l, whence the given equality easily follows. 
Lemma 13. Let m be an odd positive integer with at least two distinct prime divisors. Then∏
U = (−1)ϕ(m)/4, where U := {a ∈ (0,m/2): gcd(a,m)= 1}.
Proof. Since ϕ(m)/2 is even, one has
∏2
U =
∏
a∈U˜ (ζ am − ζ−am ) where U˜ is the set {a ∈
(0,m): gcd(a,m) = 1}. Hence by [12, Proposition 2.8], we have ∏2U = 1. Then similarly for
the preceding lemma, we deduce that
∏
U = iϕ(m)/2. 
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∏
R(pr)
∏
N(pr) = −1 and
√
1
h1 = i∏−(2/pr)R(pr) .
Proof. By Lemma 13,
∏
R
∏
N = (−1)ϕ(pr)/4 = −1. Put N := N(pr). Then from Lemma 11,

h1
1 = −(
∏(2/pr)
N )
2 so that √1h1 = δ · i∏(2/pr)N with δ = ±1. Now ∏N = i#N ×∏
a∈N 2 sin(2πa/pr), where sin(2πa/pr) > 0 for all a and i#N = i
p−1
2
r−1
2 = (2/pr)i. Thus
δ = i · [(2/pr)i(2/pr)] = (2/pr)[−(2/pr)] = −1, and so √1h1 = −i∏(2/pr)N . 
Lemma 15. One has
∏
R(d)
∏
N(d) = 1 and h22 = (
∏2
R(d))
−(2/d)
.
Proof. By Lemma 13, one has
∏
R(d)
∏
N(d) = (−1)ϕ(d)/4 = 1. Then by Lemma 11, h22 =
(
∏
N(d) /
∏
R(d))
(2/d) = (∏2N(d))(2/d). 
We shall use the following elementary fact in several places:
Lemma 16. Let m and n be positive odd integers = 1 such that n|m. Let Σ˜(m) ⊆ {1, . . . ,m− 1}
and Σ˜(n) ⊆ {1, . . . , n− 1} be non-empty subsets such that Σ˜(m) forms a set of representatives
for a subgroup of (Z/mZ)× which contains −1+mZ and that Σ˜(n)= {Rem(a,n): a ∈ Σ˜(m)}.
Now set
Σ(m) := {a ∈ (0,m/2): a ∈ Σ˜(m)}, Σ(n) := {a ∈ (0, n/2): a ∈ Σ˜(n)}.
Then |Σ(n)| divides |Σ(m)|; moreover, for each t ∈ Σ(n) there are precisely |Σ(m)|/|Σ(n)|-
number of integers in Σ(m) which are either congruent to t or −t modulo n.
Proof. Let ϕ: (Z/mZ)× → (Z/nZ)× be the natural homomorphism given by a + mZ →
a + nZ. Let Gm ⊆ (Z/mZ)× be the group represented by Σ˜(m). Set Gn := ϕ(Gm). Then Gn is
a subgroup of (Z/nZ)× containing −1 + nZ and is represented by Σ˜(n).
Let G◦m be the quotient of Gm by the subgroup {1 +mZ,−1 +mZ}, and G◦n the quotient of
Gn by {1 + nZ,−1 + nZ}. Since m and n are odd, it is clear that Σ(m) and Σ(n) represent G◦m
and G◦n, respectively. Now ϕ induces a surjective homomorphism ψ :G◦m → G◦n; then for each
α◦ ∈G◦n, ∣∣ψ−1(α◦)∣∣= ∣∣G◦m∣∣/∣∣G◦n∣∣= ∣∣Σ(m)∣∣/∣∣Σ(n)∣∣,
whence the result follows. 
Corollary 17. For each integer c in the set {1, . . . , p−12 }, there are exactly 12 (r − 1) integers in
the set R(pr) which are either ≡ c or ≡ −c (mod p).
Proof. To apply the lemma, we set m := pr and n := p; and then we also set Σ˜(m) := {a ∈
(0,pr): (a/pr) = 1}; and Σ˜(n) := {1, . . . , p − 1}. We easily check that these sets satisfy the
conditions of the lemma. Now Σ(m)= R(pr) and Σ(n)= {1, . . . , p−12 }; we note that #R(pr)=
p−1
2
r−1
2 . 
In the same way, we obtain:
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which are either ≡ c or ≡ −c (mod pq).
Proposition 19. For the right-hand side of congruence (4), we find
i
√
1
h1(
√−p ) r−12 ≡ (−1)ρ(2/p) (mod R). (5)
Proof. Let L1 := Q(√−p,√−r ). It is enough to prove the same congruence modulo R∩OL1 .
Choose any prime r˜ of Q(ζpr ) lying over R ∩OL1 so that ζr ≡ 1 (mod r˜). Choose any integers
p′ and r ′ satisfying pp′ + rr ′ = 1. Then 1
pr
= r ′
p
+ p′
r
, and so ζpr = ζ r ′p ζp
′
r ≡ ζ r ′p (mod r˜). Set
g = Frob(r)−1 ∈ Gal(Q(ζp)/Q) and
Λ :=
∏
a∈R(pr)
(
ζ r
′a
p − ζ−r
′a
p
)= [ ∏
a∈R(pr)
(
ζ ap − ζ−ap
)]g
,
so that
∏
R(pr) ≡Λ (mod r˜). By Corollary 17,
∏
a∈R(pr)
(
ζ ap − ζ−ap
)= (−1)ρ[ (p−1)/2∏
a=1
(
ζ ap − ζ−ap
)] r−12 = (−1)ρ r−12∏
p
.
Now g is trivial on Q(
√−p ) since (r ′/p) = (r/p) = 1. Then from Lemma 12, ∏gp =∏p so
that Λ= (−1)ρ∏ r−12p . Now by Proposition 14, i√1h1 = −∏−(2/pr)R(pr) . Thus modulo r˜, we have
i
√
1
h1(
√−p ) r−12 ≡ −(−1)ρ
( r−1
2∏
p
)−(2/pr)
· (−2/p)
r−1
2∏
p
≡ (−1)ρ(2/p),
since (
∏2
p)
r−1
2 = (−p) r−12 ≡ (−p/r) = 1 (mod r˜). 
We now consider the left-hand side of congruence (4). The following lemma is a standard
result, but we provide a proof for the reader’s convenience:
Lemma 20 (Euler Relation). Let l be an odd prime number. Let m be a positive integer > 2 such
that l  m. Then we find
NormQ(ζlm)/Q(ζm)
(
ζlm − ζ−1lm
)= (ζm − ζ−1m )1−Frob(l)−1 . (6)
Proof. For brevity, we write Q(lm) and Q(m) for Q(ζlm) and Q(ζm), respectively. We have
ζmlm = ζl and ζ llm = ζm. Set Glm := Gal(Q(lm)/Q) so that there is an isomorphism α :Glm →
(Z/lm)× given by (ζlm → ζ klm) → k + lmZ. Then set H := Gal(Q(lm)/Q(m)) ⊆Glm so that
H = {σ ∈Glm: σ(ζm)= ζm}= {σ ∈Glm: σ (ζ llm)= ζ llm}.
16 S. Kim / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 7–29Let σ ∈Glm, and let a be any integer satisfying α(σ)= a + lmZ. Then
σ ∈H ⇐⇒ ζ lalm = ζ llm ⇐⇒ la ≡ l (mod lm) ⇐⇒ a ≡ 1 (mod m).
It follows that α(H)= {(mk+1)+ lmZ: 0 k < l and mk+1 ≡ 0 (mod l)}. Let n be the unique
integer satisfying 0  n < l and mn + 1 ≡ 0 (mod l). Set ll′ := mn + 1. (Since n < l, we have
mn+ 1m(l − 1)+ 1 = lm− (m− 1) < lm. Hence 0 l′ <m.) Then
NormQ(lm)/Q(m)
(
ζlm − ζ−1lm
)= ∏
0k<l, k =n
(
ζ km+1lm − ζ−km−1lm
)
=
∏
0k<l, k =n
(
ζlmζ
k
l − ζ−1lm ζ−kl
)
.
Now for any α,β ∈ C, we have ∏0k<l(αζ kl − βζ−kl ) = αl − βl . Also note that ζ nm+1lm −
ζ−nm−1lm = ζ ll
′
lm − ζ−ll
′
lm = ζ l
′
m − ζ−l′m . Hence
NormQ(lm)/Q(m)
(
ζlm − ζ−1lm
)= (ζm − ζ−1m )/(ζ l′m − ζ−l′m )
= (ζm − ζ−1m )/(ζm − ζ−1m )Frob(l)−1 . 
Proposition 21 (C. Greither). √2H2 = (2/q)∏−(2/d)S (h33 )−(2/pr).
Proof. Set S˜ := {a ∈ (0, d): (a/pr)= (a/q)= 1}. We check that
#R(d)= 1
2
# R˜(d)= 1
4
ϕ(d)≡ 0 (mod 4), #S = 1
2
# S˜ = 1
8
ϕ(d)≡ 0 (mod 2).
Then it is easy to see that
∏
R˜(d) =
∏2
R(d) and
∏
S˜ =
∏2
S . Now by Lemma 15, 
h2
2 =
(
∏2
R(d))
−(2/d)
, and so = (∏R˜(d))−(2/d). One has∏
R˜(d)
= Norm
Q(ζd )/Q(
√
d )
(
ζd − ζ−1d
)
,
∏
S˜
= NormQ(ζd )/K
(
ζd − ζ−1d
)
,
so that
∏
R˜(d) = NormK/Q(√d )
∏
S˜ =
∏1+xy
S˜
. Hence

h2y
2 =
[( 1+xy∏
S˜
)−(2/d)]y
=
(
x+y∏
S˜
)−(2/d)
=
(−2∏
S˜
·
1+x∏
S˜
·
1+y∏
S˜
)−(2/d)
.
By (1) below, ∏1+x
S˜
= 1; by (2) below, ∏1+y
S˜
= [(h33 )−(2/q)]4. Hence

h2y
2 =
[−4∏
·[(h33 )−(2/q)]4
]−(2/d)
.S
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
h2
2 =
[ −4∏
S
·[(h33 )−(2/q)]4
](2/d)
=
[−(2/d)∏
S
·(h33 )−(2/pr)
]4
.
By (3) below, the sign of (∏S) is equal to (2/q), and the proposition follows.
(1) By the Euler relation (6),
1+x∏
S˜
= NormQ(ζd )/Q(√pr )
(
ζd − ζ−1d
)= [NormQ(ζpr )/Q(√pr )(ζpr − ζ−1pr )]1−Frob(q)−1 .
Since (q/pr)= 1, Frob(q) is trivial on Q(√pr ). It follows that ∏1+x
S˜
= 1.
(2) By the Euler relation (6),
1+y∏
S˜
= NormQ(ζd )/Q(√q )
(
ζd − ζ−1d
)= [NormQ(ζqr )/Q(√q )(ζqr − ζ−1qr )]1−Frob(p)−1
= [NormQ(ζq )/Q(√q )(ζq − ζ−1q )](1−Frob(r)−1)(1−Frob(p)−1).
Since both (p/q) and (r/q) are equal to −1, both Frob(p)−1 and Frob(r)−1 agree to x on
Q(
√
q ). Thus, as (1 − x)2 = 2(1 − x) in Z[G1], it follows that
1+y∏
S˜
= [NormQ(ζq )/Q(√q )(ζq − ζ−1q )]2(1−x) = [∏
R˜(q)
/∏
N˜(q)
]2
.
We have
∏2
R(q) =
∏
R˜(q) and
∏2
N(q) =
∏
N˜(q). Hence by Lemma 11,
1+y∏
S˜
=
(∏
R(q)
/∏
N(q)
)4
= [(h33 )−(2/q)]4.
(3) We have ∏S = i#S∏a∈S 2 sin(2πa/d), where sin(2πa/d) > 0 for all a. Also, i#S =
i
p−1
2
q−1
2
r−1
2 = i q−12 = (2/q). Thus the sign of ∏S is equal to (2/q). 
Proposition 22. √2H2(h33 )
r+1
2 ≡ (−1)σ+1(2/pr) (mod R).
Proof. Let r˜ be any prime ideal of Q(ζd) lying over R so that ζr ≡ 1 (mod r˜). Then as in the
proof of Proposition 19, we shall show that
∏
S ≡ Λ (mod r˜) where Λ =
∏
a∈S(ζ apq − ζ−apq )g
with g = Frob(r)−1 ∈ Gal(Q(ζpq)/Q). By Corollary 18,
∏(
ζ apq − ζ−apq
)= (−1)σ[∏(ζ apq − ζ−apq )] r−12 = (−1)σ(∏) r−12 .
a∈S a∈T T
18 S. Kim / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 7–29By (1) below, we have ∏T = (2/q)(h33 )−(2/q); and g is non-trivial on Q(√q ) as (r/q)= −1. It
follows that
∏g
T = −(2/q)(h33 )(2/q) as 1+x3 = −1 by Eq. (2). Hence
Λ= (−1)σ [−(2/q)(h33 )(2/q)] r−12 = (−1)σ+1(2/q)[(h33 )(2/q)] r−12 .
Now √2H2 ≡ (2/q)Λ−(2/d)(h33 )−(2/pr) (mod r˜) by Proposition 21. But
(2/q)Λ−(2/d)
(

h3
3
)−(2/pr) = (−1)σ+1[(h33 )−(2/pr)] r+12 .
Note also that (h33 )
r+1 ≡ (x+13 )h3 = −1 (mod r). Thus modulo r˜,
√
2
H2
(

h3
3
) r+1
2 ≡ (−1)σ+1[(h33 )−(2/pr)] r+12 (h33 ) r+12 ≡ (−1)σ+1(2/pr).
(1) Set T˜ := {a ∈ (0,pq): p  a and (a/q)= 1}. Since (−1/q)= 1, it follows that #T = 12 #T˜ =
1
4ϕ(pq)≡ 0 (mod 2). Thus
∏
T˜
= (−1)#T
[∏
a∈T
(
ζ apq − ζ−apq
)]2 = 2∏
T
.
Now by the Euler relation (6),∏
T˜
= NormQ(ζpq )/Q(√q )
(
ζpq − ζ−1pq
)= [NormQ(ζq )/Q(√q )(ζq − ζ−1q )]1−Frob(p)−1 .
Since (p/q)= −1, Frob(p) is non-trivial on Q(√q ). Hence
[
NormQ(ζq )/Q(√q )
(
ζq − ζ−1q
)]1−Frob(p)−1 = ∏
R˜(q)
/∏
N˜(q)
.
The argument in the part 2 of the proof of Proposition 21 thus implies that
[
NormQ(ζq )/Q(√q )
(
ζq − ζ−1q
)]1−Frob(p)−1 = [(h33 )−(2/q)]2.
Since the left-hand side is also equal to
∏2
T , we find that
∏
T = ±(h33 )−(2/q). Now
∏
T =
i#T
∏
a∈T 2 sin(2πa/pq), where sin(2πa/pq) > 0 for all a. Also i#T = i
p−1
2
q−1
2 = i q−12 =
(2/q), whence the sign of
∏
T is equal to (2/q). Thus
∏
T = (2/q)(h33 )−(2/q), as required. 
Proof of Theorem 9. By Propositions 19 and 22, we see that congruence (4) is equivalent to the
congruence
(−1)σ+1(2/pr)≡ (−1)ρ(2/p) (mod R),
which is valid if and only if (−1)σ = (−2/r)(−1)ρ . 
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In this section, we prove:
Theorem 23. Set √1 := 12 (M
√
p +N√r ) as in Section 2 and θ := −(2/pr)(M/r). Then
(αp/αr)(αr/αp)= θ and (αp/βq)(βq/αp)= −δpθ,
where (·/·) is the quadratic residue symbol and δp ∈ {−1,1} satisfies that δp ≡ √2
p+1
2
3 (mod p).
We shall use the following special case of the general reciprocity law [11, Chapter VI, Theo-
rem 8.3]:
Theorem 24. Let k be a number field, let a, b ∈Ok which are prime to each other and to 2. Then
(a/b)(b/a)=
∏
P|2∞
(
a, b
P
)
,
where ( ·,·P ) is the quadratic Hilbert symbol. In the product, P runs through all finite primes
dividing 2 and all infinite primes.
Given any α ∈ R×, we write sgn(α) for the sign of α. Then from [11, Chapter V, Section 3],
we have:
Lemma 25. Let σ :K1 → R be either of the two infinite primes of K1. Then for any a, b ∈ K×1 ,
we have (
a, b
σ
)
= (−1) sgnσ(a)−12 sgnσ(b)−12 =
(
b, a
σ
)
.
Since disc(K1) = pr , it follows that 2 is unramified in OK1 , and that it splits if and only
if pr ≡ 1 (mod 8). To apply Theorem 24, we need to consider the cases pr ≡ 1 (mod 8) and
pr ≡ 5 (mod 8) separately.
For any prime ideal s of OK1 , let OK1,s be the localisation of OK1 at s, and ÔK1,s be the
completion of OK1,s.
Case I. pr ≡ 1 (mod 8). We let s1 and s2 be the two prime ideals of OK1 dividing 2. Since
|OK1/s2i | = 4, we may assume that
√
pr ≡ (−1)i (mod s2i ).
Lemma 26. Let a, b ∈ Z×2 . Then(
a, b
2
)
= (−1) a−12 b−12 =
(
b, a
2
)
.
Proof. Given in [11, Chapter V, Theorem 3.6]. 
20 S. Kim / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 7–29For each i = 1,2, clearly there is a ring isomorphism ϕi : ÔK1,si ∼−→Z2, which is unique
since Z2 has no automorphism but the identity. Let Pi be the maximal ideal of ÔK1,si . Since√
pr − (−1)i ∈ P2i , we have ϕi(
√
pr ) ≡ (−1)i (mod 4Z2). Now to evaluate (α,βsi ) for given
α,β ∈O×K1,si , we only need to determine the images of α,β in OK1,si /s2i ∼= Z/4Z.
Let A and B be integers of the same parity, let 4C :=A2 −prB2 so that C ∈ Z. Suppose that
C is odd. Then A= 2a, B = 2b for some a, b ∈ Z so that C = a2 −prb2. Further, we easily find
that
(i) C ≡ 3 (mod 4) ⇐⇒ a ≡ 0 (mod 2) and b ≡ 1 (mod 2);
(ii) C ≡ 1 (mod 8) ⇐⇒ a ≡ 1 (mod 2) and b ≡ 0 (mod 4);
(iii) C ≡ 5 (mod 8) ⇐⇒ a ≡ 1 (mod 2) and b ≡ 2 (mod 4).
From Proposition 4(ii), NormK1/Q(αp)= −p. Then we see from cases (ii) and (iii) that M = 2m
and N = 2n, where m is odd and n is even with (−1)n/2 = (2/p). Also set for the moment
βq := a + b√pr so that NormK1/Q(βq) = a2 − b2pr = −qh by Proposition 8(iii). Then we
see from case (i) that a is even and b is odd. It follows that βq ≡ (−1)iδ (mod s2i ) for some
δ ∈ {−1,1}.
Lemma 27. √1 = m√p + n√r , where m and n are integers such that m is odd and (m/r) =
(−1)m−12 , and that n is even with (−1) n2 = (2/p).
Proof. After the above remark, we only need to prove that (m/r) = (−1)m−12 . Since pm2 −
rn2 = −1 by Proposition 4(ii), the congruence X2 ≡ r (mod m) is soluble, and so (r/m) = 1.
Then the quadratic reciprocity for Jacobi symbols gives that (m/r) = (−1)m−12 r−12 (r/m) =
(−1)m−12 . 
Now we see that for each i = 1,2,
αp ≡ −m+ (−1)in
(
mod s2i
)
, αr ≡ −n+ (−1)im
(
mod s2i
)
.
In particular, αr ≡ −(−1)iαp (mod s2i ). Then by use of Lemma 27,
αp ≡ −(−1)m−12 + n≡ −(−1)m−12 (−1) n2 = −(m/r)(2/p)
(
mod s2i
)
.
But θ = −(2/pr)(2m/r) = −(2/p)(m/r). Thus αp ≡ θ (mod s2i ).
Let σ1, σ2 :K1 → R be the two infinite primes of K1 where σ1(√pr )= √pr and σ2(√pr )=
−√pr . Then from Proposition 4(i), we have
σ1(αp) > 0, σ2(αp) < 0, σ1(αr) > 0, σ2(αr) > 0.
Now by Proposition 8(i), |α1−xq | = √2
p+1
2
3 . Hence
βq ≡ α2q = α1−xq α1+xq =
√
2
p+1
2
∣∣α1+xq ∣∣ (mod p).3
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and so sgn(βq) = δp . Also we note that σ1(βq)σ2(βq) < 0 since that NormK1/Q(βq) < 0 by
Proposition 8(iii).
For the moment, set βq ≡ δ (mod s21) with δ ∈ {−1,1}. Then we have seen that βq ≡ −δ
(mod s22). Now we get a table
s21 s
2
2 σ1 σ2
αp θ θ 1 −1
βq δ −δ δp −δp
αr θ −θ 1 1
which shows, for example, αp ≡ θ (mod s2i ) and sgn(σi(αp))= −(−1)i . Using Lemmas 25, 26,
and Theorem 24, now we can easily compute (αp/αr)(αr/αp) and (αp/βq)(βq/αp) the result
will be as stated in Theorem 23.
Case II. pr ≡ 5 (mod 8). Set s := 2OK1 , which is prime. Then we have ÔK1,s ∼= Z2[ω], where
ω ∈ Q2 satisfies ω2 +ω+1 = 0 [6, Chapter 8, Lemma 2.1]. We set L := Q2(ω), and let P be the
maximal ideal of OL = Z2[ω]. Thus |OL/2OL| = 4, and {0,1,ω,ω2} is a set of representatives
for OL/2OL. For given a, b ∈O×L , we need to evaluate the Hilbert symbol ( a,bP ).
Lemma 28. Let a ∈ 1 + 4OL. Then ( a,bP )= 1 = ( b,aP ) for any b ∈O×L .
Proof. Set La := L(√a ). Then a is equal to the discriminant of La over L since a ≡
1 (mod 4OL). It follows that La is unramified over L. But then by [11, Chapter V, Corollary 1.2],
one has NormLa/L(O×La )=O×L . Now the result follows from basic properties of the Hilbert sym-
bols. 
The map OL → 1 +OL given by a → 1 + 2a induces an isomorphism OL/2OL ∼−→ (1 +
2OL)/(1 + 4OL). Hence the set {1,3,1 + 2ω,1 + 2ω2} forms a set of representatives for the
group (1 + 2OL)/(1 + 4OL) then so does the set {1,3,1 + 2ω,3 + 2ω}.
For brevity, we shall write ‘N( )’ for ‘NormL/Q2( ).’ Then from Lemma 28, we obtain:
Lemma 29. Let a, b ∈ O×L be given so that there are unique k, l ∈ {0,1,2} and a0, b0 ∈ {1,3,
1 + 2ω,3 + 2ω} such that a ≡ ωka0, b ≡ ωlb0 (mod 4OL). Then(
a, b
P
)
=
(
a0, b0
P
)
and N(a)≡ N(a0), N(b)≡ N(b0) (mod 4Z2).
For any a ∈ O×L , one has ( a,−aP ) = 1 so that ( a,aP ) = (−a,aP )(−1,aP ) = (−1,aP ). On the other
hand, (−1,aP )= (−1)
N(a)−1
2 by the functoriality of the norm residue symbols.
Now then we get the table
( ,P ) 1 3 1 + 2ω 3 + 2ω
1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 −1 −1
1 + 2ω 1 −1 −1 1
3 + 2ω 1 −1 1 −1
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Corollary 30. Let a, b be elements of O×L with N(a)≡ −N(b)≡ 1 (mod 4Z2). Then(
a, b
P
)
≡ ωka (mod 4OL),
where k ∈ Z satisfies ωka ≡ 1 (mod 2OL). 
Now we set up an embedding of OK1 into Z2[ω]. We have 3e2 = −pr for a suitable e ∈ Z2.
Then X2 −pr = (X−η)(X−η) in the polynomial ring L[X], where η = e(1+2ω)= e√−3 and
η = e(1 + 2ω2). Now define a homomorphism ϕ :OK1 → Z2[ω] by √pr → e(1 + 2ω), which
extends to a Z2-isomorphism ϕˆs : ÔK1,s
∼−→Z2[ω]. For any 12 (A+B
√
pr ) ∈OK1 , we have
ϕ
(
1
2
(A+B√pr )
)
= 1
2
(A+Be)+ 2Beω ∈ Z2[ω].
We note that N(ϕ(α)) = NormK1/Q(α) in Z2 for any α ∈ OK1 . Then N(ϕ(αp)) = −p and
N(ϕ(αr))= r from Proposition 4(ii); also N(ϕ(βq)) = −qh by Proposition 8(iii). Thus
N
(
ϕ(αp)
)≡ 1, N(ϕ(αr))≡ −1, N(ϕ(βq))≡ −1 (mod 4Z2).
Let ϕ :OK1 → OL/4OL be the natural map induced by ϕ. Then by Corollary 30, to compute
(
αp,αr
s ) and (
αp,βq
s ), it is enough to find the value of ϕ(αp).
We first consider the case when M and N are even. Then we may set √1 :=m√p+ n√r so
that αp = pm+n√pr . We have pm2 − rn2 = −1, and so m2 −n2 ≡ 1 (mod 4). It follows that m
is odd and n is even. Now ϕ(αp)= pm+ne+2neω, and so ϕ(αp)= pm+ne+4OL. But from
(pm)2 − prn2 = −p, one has 1 − 5n2 ≡ −p, i.e. 3n2 ≡ −(1 + p) (mod 8). Hence (−1)n/2 =
(2/p). Then it is easy to check that ϕ(αp)= (−2/p)(−1)m−12 + 4OL. As in Lemma 27, we now
find that (−1)m−12 = (m/r) so that (−2/p)(−1)m−12 = −(2/pr)(M/r). Thus ϕ(αp) = (M/r)+
4OL.
Next we assume that M and N are odd. From p2M2 − prN2 = −4p, we get (pM)2 +
3(eN)2 ≡ 4 (mod 16Z2), whence pM ≡ ±eN (mod 8Z2). Now ϕ(αp)= pM+eN2 + eNω; and
we may have chosen e in such a way that pM+eN ≡ 0 (mod 8Z2). Thus ϕ(αp)= eNω+4OL =
(−1)M−12 ω + 4OL. Again as in Lemma 27, we find that (−1)M−12 = (M/r) so that ϕ(ω2αp) =
(M/r)+ 4OL.
Now we can compute the values of (αp/αr)(αr/αp) and (αp/βq)(βq/αp), using Theorem 24.
For the prime s, we obtain(
αp,αr
s
)
=
(
αp,βq
s
)
= (M/r) = −(2/pr)(M/r) = θ.
For infinite primes, we may use the table for Case I again; the result will be again as stated in
Theorem 23.
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In this section, we prove Theorem 2 and
Theorem 31. One has (−1)σ = (−2/r)(−1)ρ . Indeed, we find that
(−1)σ = (2/pr)πpπr, (−1)ρ = (−2/p)πpπr,
where πp and πr are as given in Theorem 2.
As the first step, we are going to prove:
Proposition 32. One has (−1)ρ = (−2/p)πpπr and (−1)ρˆ = (−2/p), where
ρˆ := #{a ∈ (0,pr/2): (a/pr) = 1 and Rem(a, r) > r/2}.
Lemma 33. (−1)ρˆ(−1)ρ = πpπr .
Proof. Let {a1, . . . , am} ∪ {b1, . . . , bn} := {a ∈ (0,pr): (a/p) = (a/r) = 1}, where ai < pr/2
and bj > pr/2. Since (−1/pr) = 1, then it is easy to see that m+ n = #R(pr) = ϕ(pr)/4, and
that R(pr)= {a1, . . . , am,pr − b1, . . . , pr − bn}. Now by use of Lemma 16,
a1 · . . . · am · (−b1) · . . . · (−bn)≡
⎧⎨⎩ [(
p−1
2 )!]
r−1
2 (−1)ρ (mod p),
[( r−12 )!]
p−1
2 (−1)ρˆ (mod r).
On the other hand, a1 · . . . ·am ·b1 · . . . ·bn ≡ 1 (mod p) and ≡ 1 (mod r) by the Chinese remainder
theorem. Thus πp(−1)ρ = (−1)n = πr(−1)ρˆ . 
Lemma 34. Let p1 be the unique prime of Q(√−p,√−r ) lying over p. Then
i
√
1
h1(
√−r ) p−12 ≡ (−1)ρˆ(−2/p) (mod p1). (7)
Proof. We note that the given congruence is symmetrical to (5) except that on the right-hand
side, (−2/p) occurs instead of (2/p), which is on account of that (r/p) = −(p/r). One can
verify (7) exactly the same way as for (5). 
Lemma 35. Set √1 := 12 (M
√
p +N√r ) as in Section 2. Then (N/p)= 1.
Proof. From Proposition 4(ii), it directly follows that
(αp/αr)(αr/αp)= (2pM/r)(2rN/p) = −(2/pr)(M/r)(N/p).
But by Theorem 23, (αp/αr)(αr/αp)= −(2/pr)(M/r). 
24 S. Kim / Journal of Number Theory 121 (2006) 7–29Proof of Proposition 32. By Proposition 4(ii), pM2 − rN2 = −4 and so rN2 ≡ 4 (mod p). Let
p1 be as in Lemma 34; and set 2H1 + 1 := h1. We see that
i
√
1
h1 ≡ i
(
1
2
N
√
r
)2H1+1
= i
(
1
4
N2r
)H1(1
2
N
√
r
)
≡ 1
2
N
√−r (mod p1).
Now (N/p)= 1 by the preceding lemma. Hence modulo p1, one has
(
i
√
1
h1
√−r
p−1
2
) p−1
2 ≡
[(
1
2
N
√−r
)√−r p−12 ] p−12 ≡ (2N/p)(√−r p+12 ) p−12
= (2/p)[(−r) p−12 ] p+14 ≡ (2/p)(−1) p+14 = 1.
Together with (7), this implies that (−1)ρˆ = (−2/p). Then by Lemma 33, we get (−1)ρ =
(−2/p)πpπr . 
Proof of Theorem 2. Given Lemma 35, we only need to prove the equality for (M/r). By
Proposition 4(iii), (√1 )2 ≡ −1 (mod r) so that √1h1 ≡ (−1)
h1−1
2
√
1 (mod r). Hence the
congruence (5) is equivalent to
√
1
√
p
r−1
2 ≡ (−1) h1−12 (−1)ρ(2/pr) (mod r). (8)
But √1√p r−12 ≡ ( 12M
√
p )
√
p
r−1
2 = 12Mp
r+1
4 (mod r) so that modulo r,
(√
1
√
p
r−1
2
) r−1
2 ≡ (2M/r)(p r−12 ) r+14 ≡ (2M/r)(−1) r+14 = (M/r).
Thus √1√p r−12 ≡ (M/r) (mod r) since √1√p r−12 ≡ ±1 (mod r) by (8). Now comparing
with (8) shows that (M/r) = (−1) h1−12 (−1)ρ(2/pr). But (−1)ρ = (−2/p)πpπr by Proposi-
tion 32. 
Corollary 36. (αp/αr)(αr/αp)= (−1)
h1−1
2 πpπr(2/p).
Proof. Immediate upon combining Theorem 23 with Theorem 2. 
Our proof of Theorem 31 is completed by combining Proposition 32 with:
Proposition 37. (−1)σ = (2/pr)πpπr .
This proposition will be proved at the end of this article.
Proposition 38. (αp/q)≡ (−1)
h1−1
2 πpπr
√
2 (mod q).
Proof. We note that qy = q and that αx ≡ α (mod q) for any α ∈ OK . By Proposition 8(i),
α1−xq = −(2/p)Δ√2
p+1
2
, where Δ = ±1. Since αqOK = qh, one has αq /∈ qy ; hence α1−xq ≡3
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p+1
2
3 (mod qy ). But by Eq. (2), x+13 =−1, whence

p+1
2
3 =
(
23
) p+1
4 ≡ (x+13 ) p+14 = (−1) p+14 = (2/p) (mod qy).
Thus Δ ≡ −√2 (mod qy ). On the other hand, by (2) below, Δ = (2/p)(αp/q)θ . It fol-
lows that (αp/q) ≡ −(2/p)θ√2 (mod qy ). Then since (αp/q) = −(αp/qy) by (1), we get
(αp/q
y) ≡ (2/p)θ√2 (mod qy ). But q was arbitrarily chosen. Thus we may as well have
(αp/q)≡ (2/p)θ√2 (mod q). Then we use Theorem 2.
(1) By Proposition 4, we have α1−yp = −1 and (1/qy)= −1. Thus(
αp/q
y
)= (−αyp1/qy)= (αyp/qy)(1/qy)= (αp/q)(1/qy)= −(αp/q).
(2) Since αx−1q ≡ β
p−1
2
q ≡ (βq/αp) (mod p), we get Δ ≡ −(2/p)(βq/αp)√2
p+1
2
3 (mod p).
Thus it follows from Theorem 23 that Δ = (2/p)θ(αp/βq). But (αp/βq) = (αp/(q ∩
OK1)h)= (αp/q ∩OK1)= (αp/q) since |OK/q| = q . 
Lemma 39. One has (−1)τp = (2/q)(−1)τq , where
τp := #
{
a ∈ T : Rem(a,p) > p/2}, τq := #{a ∈ T : Rem(a, q) > q/2}.
Proof. Set {a1, . . . , am} ∪ {b1, . . . , bn} := {a ∈ (0,pq): (a/p) = (a/q) = 1}, where ai < pq/2
and bj > pq/2. Since (−1/q)= 1, it is easy to see that m+n= #T = ϕ(pq)/4, and so that T =
{a1, . . . , am,pq − b1, . . . , pq − bn}. Now set A :=∏a∈R(q) a. Then (−1) q−14 A2 ≡∏ q−12a=1 a2 ≡
−1 (mod q) so that A2 ≡ −(2/q) (mod q). Now by use of Lemma 16,
a1 · . . . · am · (−b1) · . . . · (−bn)≡
{
[(p−12 )!]
q−1
2 (−1)τp (mod p),
Ap−1(−1)τq (mod q).
But a1 · . . . · am · b1 · . . . · bn ≡ 1 (mod p) and ≡ −1 (mod q) by the Chinese remainder theorem.
Thus (−1)τp = (−1)n and −(2/q)(−1)τq = −(−1)n. 
Lemma 40. Given any integer m with (m/q)= −1, set
f (m) := #{a ∈ N(q): Rem(ma,q) > q/2}.
Then m
q−1
4 ≡ (−1)f (m)(2/q)( q−12 )! (mod q).
Proof. Set A := ∏a∈R(q) a and B :=∏a∈N(q) a so that AB = ( q−12 )!. From the proof of the
preceding lemma, we have A2 ≡ −(2/q) (mod q) and hence B2 ≡ (2/q) (mod q). It follows that
A≡ (2/q)( q−12 )!B (mod q). But now m
q−1
4 B =∏a∈N(q) ma ≡ (−1)f (m)A (mod q). 
Lemma 41. p
q−1
4 ≡ (−1)τp (2/q)( q−1 )! (mod q).2
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and so τ˜q ≡ τq (mod 2). By Lemma 39, one has (−1)τp (2/q) = (−1)τq . Hence by Lemma 40,
the given congruence is equivalent to that (−1)τ˜q = (2/q)(−1)f (p).
Given a ∈ R(q), there is a unique a′ ∈ N(q) such that δaa ≡ pa′ (mod q), where δa ∈ {−1,1}.
We see that Rem(pa′, q) > q/2 if and only if δa = −1. As a varies through R(q), so does a′
through N(q) it follows that f (p)=∑a∈R(q) 12 (1 − δa). Now define a set
Ta =
{
0 · q + a,1 · q + a, . . . ,
(
p − 1
2
)
· q + a,1 · q − a, . . . ,
(
p − 1
2
)
· q − a
}
.
We note that the integers 0 · q + a,1 · q + a, . . . , (p− 1) · q + a are non-congruent modulo p and
that −(eq + a)≡ (p − 1 − e)q + (q − a) (mod p) for each 1 e p−12 . It follows that there is
exactly one element of Ta which is divisible by p. Let eq + δa be such an integer where 1 e
p−1
2 and δ = ±1. Set pb := eq + δa. Since 0 < pb < (p−12 )q + q−12 = pq−12 = ( q−12 )p + p−12 ,
we have 0 < b q−12 . Thus δa ≡ pb (mod q) with b ∈ N(q) it follows that δ = δa defined above.
Then we conclude that #(Ta ∩ T )= 12 (p − 1)+ 12 (1 − δa).
Now set T ′a := {t ∈ Ta : t ≡ 0 (mod p)} for each a ∈ R(q). Then it is clear that T ′a1 ∩ T ′a2 = ∅
whenever a1 = a2. Moreover, T =⋃a∈R(q) T ′a . But then
τ˜q =
∑
a∈R(q)
#
{
t ∈ T ′a : Rem(t, q)= a
}= ∑
a∈R(q)
(
p − 1
2
+ 1 − δa
2
)
=
(
q − 1
4
)(
p − 1
2
)
+
∑
a∈R(q)
1 − δa
2
≡
(
q − 1
4
)
+ f (p) (mod 2),
whence (−1)τ˜q = (2/q)(−1)f (p). 
Lemma 42. One has √q = h33
∏
a∈R˜(q)(1 − ζ aq )= −h33
∏
a∈N˜(q)(1 − ζ aq ).
Proof. Set R˜ := R˜(q), N˜ := N˜(q) then ∏′Σ :=∏a∈Σ(1 − ζ aq ) for Σ = R˜ or N˜. Since ∑a∈R˜ a ≡
0 (mod q), we have ∏
a∈R˜
(
ζ aq − ζ−aq
)= ∏
a∈R˜
(
1 − ζ−2aq
)= ∏
a∈R˜
(
1 − ζ 2aq
)
.
Then
∏
R˜ =
∏′˜
R or =
∏′˜
N according as (2/q) = 1 or = −1. Now q =
∏′˜
R
∏′˜
N then it is easy to
check that √q−1∏R˜ = [√q−1∏′a∈R˜](2/q). Thus we have
√
q = h33
′∏
R˜
⇐⇒ (h33 )−(2/q) = √q−1∏
R˜
.
Now set R′(q) := {a ∈ (q/2, q): (a/q)= 1}. Then by Lemmas 12 and 11,
√
q
−1∏
˜ = (2/q)
[∏
˜
/∏
q
]
= (2/q)
[ ∏
′
/∏]
=
∏/∏
= (h33 )−(2/q),
R R R (q) N(q) R(q) N(q)
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∏
R′(q) = (−1)
q−1
4
∏
a∈R(q) = (2/q)
∏
R(q). 
Lemma 43. h33 ≡ −( q−12 )! (mod q ∩OK3).
Proof. From [2, Chapter 5, Example 4.14], we have √q ≡ ( q−12 )!λ
q−1
2 (mod λ
q+1
2 ) where λ =
1 − ζq . Then by the preceding lemma,

−h3
3
∏
a∈N˜(q)
(
1 − ζ aq
)≡ (q − 1
2
)
!λq−12 (mod λq+12 ),
which shows that

−h3
3
∏
a∈N˜(q)
a ≡ −h33
∏
a∈N˜(q)
(
1 + ζq + · · · + ζ a−1q
)≡ (q − 1
2
)
! (mod λ).
On the other hand, since
∏
a∈R˜(q) a ≡
∏ q−12
a=1 a2 ≡ −1 (mod q), one has
∏
a∈N˜(q) a ≡ 1 (mod q)
and [( q−12 )!]−1 ≡ −( q−12 )! (mod q). 
Lemma 44. One has σˆ ≡ σ + τp (mod 2), where τp is as in Lemma 39 and σˆ = #{a ∈
S: Rem(a,pr) > pr/2}.
Proof. We set {a1, . . . , am} ∪ {b1, . . . , bn} := {a ∈ (0, d): (a/p) = (a/q) = (a/r) = 1}, where
ai < d/2 and bj > d/2. Then we easily see that S = {a1, . . . , am, d − b1, . . . , d − bn}. Now we
set C := ∏a∈R(pr) a and D := ∏a∈R(pq) a. In the proofs of Lemmas 33 and 39, we see that
C2 ≡ 1 (mod p) and D ≡ (−1)τp (mod p), respectively. But then Lemma 16 shows that
D
r−1
2 (−1)σ ≡ a1 · . . . · am · (−b1) · . . . · (−bn)≡ C q−12 (−1)σˆ (mod p).
Then the result follows. 
Proposition 45. √2 ≡ (−1)σˆ (2/d)( q−12 )!(h11 )
q−1
4 (mod q).
Proof. Let q˜ be any prime ideal of Q(ζd) lying over q so that ζq ≡ 1 (mod q˜). Then as for
Proposition 19, we have
∏
S ≡Λ (mod q˜) where Λ= [
∏
a∈S(ζ apr −ζ−apr )]g with g = Frob(q)−1 ∈
Gal(Q(ζpr )/Q). By use of Lemma 16,
∏
a∈S
(
ζ apr − ζ−apr
)= (−1)σˆ[ ∏
a∈R(pr)
(
ζ apr − ζ−apr
)] q−12 = (−1)σˆ( ∏
R(pr)
) q−1
2
.
Now g is trivial on Q(√pr ) since (q/pr) = 1. Also from Proposition 14, one has ∏2R(pr) =
(−h11 )−(2/pr). Thus
Λ= (−1)σˆ [(−h1)−(2/pr)] q−14 = (2/q)(−1)σˆ [(h1) q−14 ]−(2/pr),1 1
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∏−(2/d)
S ≡ (2/q)(−1)σˆ [(h11 )
q−1
4 ](2/q) (mod q˜). But then by Proposition 21,
√
2
H2 = (2/q)
−(2/d)∏
S
(

h3
3
)−(2/pr) ≡ (−1)σˆ [(h11 ) q−14 ](2/q)(h33 )−(2/pr) (mod q˜).
By Proposition 4(iv), (h11 /q)= (1/q)= −1, so [(h11 )
q−1
4 ]2 ≡ −1 (mod q). Also by Lemma 43,

h3
3 ≡ −( q−12 )! (mod q). Thus we obtain
√
2 ≡ √2H2 ≡ (−1)σˆ (2/q)
[(

h1
1
) q−1
4
][−(2/pr)][−(q − 1
2
)
!
]
(mod q),
noting that (√2 )2 ≡ √21+x = 1 (mod q) by (2). 
Proof of Proposition 37. We have
√
2 ≡ (−1)σˆ (2/d)
(
q − 1
2
)
!(h11 ) q−14 (mod q),
(−1)σˆ = (−1)τp (−1)σ ,
p
q−1
4 ≡ (−1)τp (2/q)
(
q − 1
2
)
! (mod q),
from Proposition 45, Lemmas 44 and 41. Hence
√
2 ≡ (−1)τp (−1)σ (2/pr)(2/q)
(
q − 1
2
)
!(h11 ) q−14 (mod q)
≡ (−1)σ (2/pr)p q−14 (h11 ) q−14 (mod q).
Now 
q−1
2
1 ≡ −1 (mod q) by Proposition 4(iv). Set 2H1 + 1 := h1. Then modulo q,
(

h1
1
) q−1
4 = 
q−1
4
1
(

q−1
2
1
)H1 ≡  q−141 (−1)H1 = (−1) h1−12  q−141 .
Also (√p√1/q)= (αp/q)≡ (−1)
h1−1
2 πpπr
√
2 (mod q) by Proposition 38. Thus
√
2 ≡ (−1)σ (2/pr)(−1)
h1−1
2 (p1)
q−1
4 (mod q)
≡ (−1)σ (2/pr)(−1) h1−12 (√p√1 ) q−12 (mod q)
≡ (−1)σ (2/pr)πpπr√2 (mod q)
so that (−1)σ ≡ (2/pr)πpπr (mod q). But then (−1)σ = (2/pr)πpπr . 
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